Let A = {αJΓ=i be a sequence of positive real numbers Ξ> 1. For a positive integer j, define #(A, j) to be the number of integers i such that at <£ j (that is, the number of elements of A counting multiplicity which are <£ j). If lim inf , , _*«> #(-4, j)/j = a (we allow a = oo) we say A has J-asymptotic density a and we define A(A) -a. We also define Δ(A) = lim sup^c* #(A, i)/i If J(A) = Δ(A) we say 4 has J-natural density a and we define A{A) -a. It is clear that a reordering of A does not affect Δ(A) or J(A). It is also clear that 4(A) = ^({[αjfci) and J(A) -J({[αd}Γ-i) where [αj is the greatest integer which does not exceed a { . Unless otherwise specified all sequences in this paper will be of positive real numbers.
Throughout this paper d will denote natural density, i.e., the classical analog of Δ where multiplicity is not counted; Z + will denote the set of positive integers; Q + will denote the positive rational numbers; R + will denote the set of positive real numbers; p will always Tbe a prime; and P -{Pi}T=i will be the sequence, in the natural order, of primes.
If T: Z +~> R + then to 7 there corresponds the unique sequence 7(1), 7(2), •••. We will write 7 in place of this sequence. Thus, for example, in the notation of this paper Δ(φ) and Δ(σ) exist and are positive [5] . If for instance 7 = r, where τ(n) = the number of positive integer divisors of the positive integer n, then it is clear that If A = {αjf=i and B = {bj}^ are sequences then define A + B to be the sequence, in the natural order, of positive real numbers x such that there exist i and j e Z + with α* + b ά = x, and x appears in this So by (*) we have
and the lemma is proved. Then
Proof. Say n = tp, ---p r (t^l).
Then if n .
Proof. Suppose m has more than r + 1 distinct prime divisors.
So m has at most r + 1 distinct prime divisors. Now
since m has at most r + 1 distinct prime divisors and the lemma is proved. 
+ )
where ζ denotes the Riemann Zeta function. Proof. It is well known [7, p. 246 ] that ζ(s) -Π^P (1/1 -P~s) for 8 > 1. Thus it follows that ILeP (1 + (l/p(p -1) )) = (C(2) ζ(3)/ζ (6) and not divisible by any '-^Pj- 1 . It then follows that A related result due to P. Erdδs may be found in [4, pp. 211-213] . DEFINITION 
By Lemma 1.1.2 we have 1 \ i) + -I = nΔ(φ r ) + o(n). p Ψ l

So #(^r, n) ^ nΔ(φ r ) + o(ri). By Lemma 1.1.3 we have %{φ, n) ^ #(^r[^r^]). So %{φ, n) 5Ξ; [g r n]Δ(φ r ) + o([^r
r^
For t ^ 1, t a real number, a positive integer n is said to be ^-abundant if σ(n) ^ tn.
H. Davenport [3] has shown that for t as above, the sequence of ^-abundant positive integers has a natural density. (6)).
Proof. It is known that φ(n)σ(n)/n 2 < 1 for each integer n > 1 [7, p. 267 Case II. We make no assumptions about the monotonicity of A However, without loss of generality, we may still assume α^ = a ά =* i -j, for we can always order A by size, deal with A as in Case I, and then apply the inverse of the permutation used to order A to the new sequence which is derived from A by use of the ε's. Now order A by size and call this sequence A* = {a*}Z=ι* We have af < af +1 for all ieZ + . It follows immediately that if any n -X elements are deleted from A the minimum of the remaining" elements is ^ α*. It is also clear that if Af = {α 2ί _JΓ =1 then A{Af) = oo.
Apply Case I to A* to get a subsequence J5* = {α*.}^ of A* such that 4(B*) = oo and dίfo-JyU) = 0. Now define t x by α ίχ = min ({a h , a h+1 , a h+2f •••}). It follows that ί x ^ i x and α ίχ ^ αξ. Define t 2 by α ί2 = min ({α i2 , α <2+1 , α ί2+2 , .. }\{α ί j). It follows that t 2 ^ i 2 To emphasize that care must be taken in the choice of {i, }Γ=i in the above theorem we note the following result. This number is (l/4)πβyn + O(i/¥). Thus Δ(A + B) = {Ij4)πβy = α and the theorem is proved. I wish to thank the referee for his helpful comments and in particular for his proof of Theorem 2.3 which is shorter than mine.
